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Abstract
Does exposure to cyber terrorism prompt calls for retaliatory military strikes? By what psychological
mechanism does it do so? Through a series of controlled, randomized experiments, this study exposed
respondents (n = 2,028) to television news reports depicting cyber and conventional terror attacks against
critical infrastructures in the United States, United Kingdom and Israel. The findings indicate that only
lethal cyber terrorism triggers strong support for retaliation. Findings also confirm that anger bridges
exposure to cyber terrorism and retaliation, rather than psychological mechanisms such as threat percep-
tion or anxiety as other studies propose. These findings extend to the cyber realm a recent trend that views
anger as a primary mechanism linking exposure to terrorism with militant preferences. With cyber ter-
rorism a mounting international concern, this study demonstrates how exposure to this threat can gener-
ate strong public support for retaliatory policies, depending on the lethality of the attack.
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Security officials have long warned of the foreboding threat posed by cyber terrorism. In recent
years, following a spate of reports about next-generation cyber attacks causing real-world physical
destruction, this threat has come of age. For example, a devastating cyber attack in 2020 on a
German hospital led to the death of a patient who had to be urgently transferred to another hos-
pital (Tidy 2020). Several months earlier, Iranian-affiliated operatives launched a cyber attack that
successfully breached the control systems of Israel’s civilian water infrastructure (Heller 2020),
while Russian cyber operatives have frequently managed to digitally infiltrate power plants across
the United States – attaining the ability to remotely control key components of the electricity grid
(Sanger 2018). Scholars have thus heralded the dawn of ‘Kinetic Cyber’ – the ‘credible capability
to use cyber attacks to achieve kinetic effects’ (Applegate 2013, 3).

The scope of the threat posed by this alarming new phenomenon, especially against critical
infrastructure, was elucidated most prominently by former CIA Director and US Secretary of
Defense Leon Panetta, when he insisted that the world was ‘facing the possibility of a
‘cyber-Pearl Harbor’ [that] could dismantle the nation’s power grid, transportation system, finan-
cial networks and government’ (Bumiller and Shanker 2012). Even as skeptics question what is
commonly viewed as a hyperbolic depiction of this threat (Lawson 2019; Gartzke 2013;
Valeriano and Maness 2015), there is mounting evidence that terror organizations are adopting
cyber tools to launch increasingly sophisticated attacks (Lee et al. forthcoming), and significant
cyber attacks on critical infrastructure have increased tenfold during the last decade (Noguchi
and Ueda 2019). In the shadow of this debate, the public continues to exhibit mounting
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trepidation about the destructive capacity of cyber terrorism. Recent Gallup polls find that the
American public views cyber terrorism as the third-most critical threat to the United States
over the next decade – ahead of Chinese military power, conflict in the Middle East or inter-
national (conventional) terrorism (McCarthy 2016; Norman 2018).

The rise of the phenomenon of a newly physically destructive cyber threat raises significant
new questions for political science that are, unfortunately, likely to become increasingly relevant
as this threat matures. How does exposure to cyber attacks affect political preferences and support
for government actions? By what mechanism does exposure lead to shifts in political attitudes,
and how does this differ from shifts stemming from conventional terrorism and political vio-
lence? New theories and models relating to cyber terrorism have been developed in the fields
of law (Schmitt 2017), foreign policy and strategic studies (Clarke 2016; Herzog 2011) and psych-
ology (Backhaus et al. 2020; Gross, Canetti and Vashdi 2018), yet equivalent models are con-
spicuously absent in political science.

An emerging body of research has begun to contemplate the political consequences of cyber
attacks (Gross, Canetti and Vashdi 2017; 2016; Hua, Chen and Luo 2018), but it is still in its
infancy. By contrast, it is well established that exposure to conventional terror attacks causes
heightened threat perception (Berrebi and Klor 2008; Canetti et al. 2017a; Canetti et al.
2017b), anxiety (McDermott and Zimbardo 2007), in-group solidarity and out-group
exclusion (Canetti-Nisim, Ariely and Halperin 2008), and increased demands for government
protection and retaliatory policies to defend against future attacks (McDermott and Zimbardo
2007). However, there is limited evidence regarding whether individuals react to cyber terror
attacks in the same way. It is reasonable to assume that conventional or cyber terror attacks
that produce the same outcome will generate an equivalent reaction in victims.
Alternatively, the specter of cyber terrorism may amplify the terror response due to the novelty
of the form of attack, the omniscience often associated with cyber operators and uncertainty
about the identity of cyber attackers. Still another prospect is that exposure to cyber terrorism
may elicit a weaker political response than conventional terrorism due to the lack of historical
fatalities associated with cyber attacks. The current study addresses this uncertainty by con-
ducting a methodologically rigorous examination of how civilians experience cyber terrorism
in its various forms.

Our empirical evidence verifies that cyber terrorism causes political shifts that are distinct
from those generated by conventional terrorism. We examine the political effects of exposure
to cyber terrorism using a series of randomized controlled experiments in three countries –
the United States, United Kingdom and Israel. Following two experimental pilots, a culmin-
ating experiment exposed 1,848 respondents in the three countries to various forms of terror
attacks. These controlled experiments tested how (1) the form of terrorism (conventional
kinetic terror vs. cyber terror) and (2) the outcome of terrorism (lethal vs. non-lethal effects)
influence support for military retaliation. The findings demonstrate that the level of support
for retaliatory strikes differs significantly according to the type of terror to which respondents
are exposed. Support for retaliatory strikes is substantially lower among participants who
viewed cyber terror attacks as opposed to conventional terror attacks, but only when the con-
sequences of the cyber attack are non-lethal. When cyber attacks do cause fatalities, then sup-
port for retaliation is just as high as with conventional terror attacks. We therefore observe a
lethality threshold for cyber terrorism effects, wherein the outcome of the attack must meet a
minimum level of destructiveness in order to produce political outcomes equivalent to those
of conventional terrorism. Secondly, we confirm that the mechanism underpinning the rela-
tionship between exposure to cyber terrorism and support for retaliation is driven by a
mediated model: exposure to terrorism causes anger, which in turn drives political support
for retaliation. This conclusion extends to the cyber realm recent findings that view anger,
and not anxiety or threat perception, as the predominant variable linking political violence
and militant attitudes.
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Political Consequences of Exposure to Cyber Terrorism
Two decades of research have thoroughly identified how exposure to political violence in general,
and terrorism in particular, markedly shapes political preferences and behaviors. Moving beyond
the early studies that used aggregate-level data to consider the effects of exposure to terrorism,
newer studies now integrate the psychological and emotional consequences of exposure into pol-
itical models that explain particular attitudinal shifts at the individual level. This research estab-
lished that exposure to conventional terrorism undermines one’s sense of security and heightens
feelings of vulnerability (Huddy et al. 2005; Neria, DiGrande and Adams 2011; Silver et al. 2002),
fosters a threatening worldview and increases support for hardline policies (Bleich, Gelkopf and
Solomon 2003; Bonanno and Jost 2006), causes a rightward shift on security and privacy issues
(Janoff-Bulman and Usoof-Thowfeek 2009) and leads to increased demands for governments to
take strong military action against terror groups (McDermott 2010).

A recurring political effect of interest in the literature is public support for military retaliation
against perpetrators. This variable is of interest since scholars have slowly come to agree that pub-
lic opinion has at least a measurable impact on decisions about whether to engage in sustained
military operations, and many international relations theories of conflict implicitly incorporate
micro-level processes (Foyle 2004; Kertzer 2017; Klarevas 2002; Sobel 2001).

Yet the literature offers competing evidence about how exposure to political violence translates
into support for retaliation. On the one hand, the fear and anxiety caused by exposure to terror
attacks enhance support for precautionary (surveillance) policies, and lower support for military
action (Huddy et al. 2005; Lerner et al. 2003). On the other hand, exposure to terrorism increases
individuals’ tendency to vote for right-wing candidates and to engage in risk-seeking behaviors
(Berrebi and Klor 2008; Gould and Klor 2010; Jaeger and Paserman 2008; Montalvo 2011).
These behaviors are reflected in the tendency to develop more negative out-group sentiments
and to intensify demands on governments to initiate strong military action (Sadler et al. 2005).
The differences in exposure effects reflect the multifaceted nature of political policy preferences.
A person can simultaneously experience vulnerability and express support for precautionary pol-
icies, while at the same time advocate strong military responses out of a sense of injustice or
anger. These ostensibly different findings reflect the particular focus of each study.

The variable of support for retaliation is of particular interest in analyzing the effects of cyber
terrorism, since the characteristics of this form of terrorism may alter the findings traditionally asso-
ciated with conventional exposure. One major difference is the difficulty associated with attributing
responsibility, which is a characteristic of cyber attacks, and could dampen the effectiveness and
attractiveness of retaliatory strikes (Brenner 2006; Lindsay 2015). Jardine and Porter (2020)
found that the presence of ambiguity in attributing cyber attacks severely reduces public support
for retaliatory options. Kreps and Das (2017) concluded that bipartisan assessments of attribution
following cyber attacks can mitigate this lower support, while the consequences of cyber attacks are
a key aspect of support for retaliatory airstrikes. Another major difference is that cyber terrorism
has not hitherto threatened civilians’ physical safety in the same way as conventional terrorism.
The perceived lethality of the terror attack is critical for understanding its impact since most people
are threatened by (rather than directly exposed to) the terror act, and the perception of lethality is
an important factor in its individual-level impact (Getmansky and Zeitzoff 2014). The limited dan-
ger of cyber attacks has become a characteristic feature in discussions of the phenomenon, and it
would make sense that cyber terrorism is experienced and perceived differently than other forms of
terror acts that bear the possibility and even likelihood of fatal consequences. Finally, civilians could
seek safety in their homes, bomb shelters or in other countries to attain a sense of security from
traditional terror attacks. Yet similar attempts to protect oneself are less effective in the face of
cyber attacks, where perpetrators can break into digital devices irrespective of geographic proximity.

The important factor in examining the public response to terror attacks is not the objective
analysis of substantive differences between cyber terrorism and conventional terrorism, but the
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manner in which they are subjectively perceived by citizens who are exposed to attacks. Research
by Tomz and Weeks (2016) and Kreps and Schneider (2019) found that the public is loath to
escalate aggressively in response to cyber attacks, even if the effect is equivalent to that of con-
ventional attacks. Their research theorized that individuals experience cognitive dissonance fol-
lowing exposure to cyber attacks since the natural inclination for vengeance is counteracted by
the virtual qualities of the cyber sphere that are associated with lower levels of threat. Our
research builds on these foundational studies by concentrating on cyber terrorism in particular,
rather than cyber attacks generally. This focus is important because the primary threat of expos-
ure to destructive cyber attacks is via terrorism (Albahar 2019), and an individual’s response to an
external threat cannot be separated from the conceptualization of the attacker. Under this terror-
centric framework, we take into account a number of competing variables, including the nature of
the attack (cyber vs. conventional (kinetic) means) and its lethality. We advance the following
two hypotheses:

HYPOTHESIS 1: People who are exposed to cyber terrorism will demand retaliation at lower levels
than those exposed to kinetic terrorism.

HYPOTHESIS 2: People who are exposed to fatal terrorism will demand retaliation at higher levels
than those who are exposed to non-fatal terrorism – regardless of the form of attack (cyber vs.
conventional).

Theorizing Anger as a Mechanism
Anger is ‘an emotional state that consists of feelings that vary in intensity, from mild irritation or
annoyance to intense fury and rage’ (Spielberger, Reheiser and Sydeman 1995). Anger is often
driven by a desire to correct a perceived injustice or unfairness (Fischer and Roseman 2007;
Halperin et al. 2011). Cyber and conventional terror attacks that directly transgress norms regard-
ing the use of force are especially likely to evoke anger and a desire for retaliatory strikes – even if
the threat was not experienced on a personal level.

The theory of emotionally driven foreign policy preferences in the aftermath of political vio-
lence is well established. In the aftermath of conventional terror attacks, we know that a variety of
negative emotions (anger, rage, sadness, etc.) enhance support for aggressive foreign policy
responses (Kupatadze and Zeitzoff 2019; Lerner et al. 2003; Small, Lerner and Fischhoff 2006).
Yet how does this mechanism translate to the phenomenon of cyber terrorism specifically? It
could be that cyber terrorism will cause high levels of emotional responses due to the novelty
of this form of attack, lower levels due to low subjective predictions of the likelihood of harm,
or the same level of anxiety due to a perceived equivalence between cyber and conventional
terror.

Experimental research has identified causal pathways between exposure to terrorism and pol-
itical outcomes with various intervening emotional variables such as fear and anxiety (Huddy
et al. 2005; Lerner et al. 2003; Skitka et al. 2006), threat perception (Huddy et al. 2002;
Kupatadze and Zeitzoff 2019; Stevens and Vaughan-Williams 2016; Wayne 2019) and sadness
(Nussio 2020). While fear and anxiety are a common response to exposure to terrorism, these
do not always translate into heightened support for military retaliation or other corrective polit-
ical acts, since fear is elicited primarily by attacks that are personally experienced (Haidt 2003;
Huddy et al. 2005). Likewise, the literature suggests that the intervening effect of threat perception
is minimized in cases of limited information, such as with cyber terrorism (Egloff 2020).
However, most recent research has identified that ‘the dominant response of civilian populations
to terror threat is not fear and a desire to reduce future personal risk, but rather anger and a desire
for vengeance’ (Wayne 2019, 5). Exposure to terror events is typically and understandably
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accompanied by anger (Carver 2004; Hirsch-Hoefler et al. 2016; Lerner et al. 2003; Steele, Parker
and Lickel 2015). In the case of terrorism especially, anger is more likely to intervene in any
retaliation-centric mechanism since it is linked to more superficial and heuristic-based cognitive
processing that is associated with aggressive policy options (Bodenhausen, Sheppard and Kramer
1994; Sirin and Geva 2013). Indeed, one recent multi-country study found that only respondents
who expressed anger following exposure to a terrorist threat become more supportive of drone
strikes against terrorists (Fisk, Merolla and Ramos 2019).

This literature poses a conceptual dilemma in applying its conclusions to the phenomenon of
cyber terrorism due to the absence of physically present perpetrators and the difficulty of attrib-
uting attacks to a source. Anger is typically associated with wielding a sense of control, yet this
raises questions about how people express their anger if the perpetrator is unknown – a common
occurrence in the cyber realm. Cyber terrorism is certainly more nebulous, abstract, and difficult
to connect cause with effect compared to conventional terrorism, of which there is typically vis-
ceral and direct evidence. Nonetheless, we assert that anger maintains its potency in regulating
foreign policy preferences in these situations for the following reasons. A persuasive line of
research has identified how anger can lead to a generalized desire for revenge and retribution
– even when there is uncertainty as to the identity of the attacker, or when the target is symbol-
ically similar to the perpetrator (Liberman and Skitka 2017; Liberman and Skitka 2019;
Washburn and Skitka 2015). These findings draw on social psychological theories to demonstrate
the political equivalent of ‘displaced aggression’ – a tendency to express heightened support for
aggressive action against tangentially related third parties in the aftermath of attacks. Essentially,
this theory demonstrates that anger can lead to a general increase in punitive inclinations, and
that anger need not be directed against a specific target in order to heighten support for retali-
ation. This vicarious retribution theory is especially useful in analyzing exposure to cyber terror-
ism, where the identity of the attacker is often unknown or uncertain. The theory explains how
the experience of anger translates into heightened general punitive impulses against unrelated
offenders (Liberman and Skitka 2019) or symbolically similar out-groups to whom responsibility
is imputed (Liberman and Skitka 2017; Washburn and Skitka 2015).

We assert that weighing these factors, the political effects of exposure to cyber terrorism are
most closely related to the anger emotion and its association with aggressive policy preferences.
Following this pathway, we hypothesize that:

HYPOTHESIS 3: Preferences for retaliatory strikes following both cyber and conventional terror
attacks will be mediated by anger, and not by anxiety or a sense of perceived threat.

A Three-Country Survey Experiment
To test these hypotheses, we ran a series of controlled, randomized survey experiments that simu-
lated television news reports about different forms of terror attacks in the United States, United
Kingdom and Israel. The experimental manipulation relied on professionally produced original
video clips that broadcast breaking news reports showing various forms of terror attacks on rail-
way infrastructure. Recent experiments have shown that exposure to broadcast videos and media
reports of terror attacks are sufficient to cause shifts in levels of anxiety, anger and political
attitudes (Backhaus et al. 2020; Shandler, Gross and Canetti, 2021; Shoshani and Slone 2008).
We further submit that high-quality, professionally produced television news reports are more
ecologically valid and authentic than comparatively sterile vignettes that seem to be the norm
in many survey experiments on terrorism and political violence. To further substantiate this
belief, we ran a pilot experiment (n = 180) that affirmed that exposure to breaking news media
reports depicting terror attacks against train networks causes substantial variance in emotional
and political responses depending on the type of terror attack. (The analyses and media reports
for this pilot dataset appear in Appendix A).
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We randomly assigned respondents (n = 1,848 among the three countries) to one of five con-
ditions in a 2 × 2 experimental design with a control group. There were four treatment conditions:
(1) Lethal Cyber Terrorism Condition – a cyber terror attack by an as-yet-unidentified perpetrator
caused a train to derail, killing seven passengers and critically injuring another ten; (2) Lethal
Conventional Terrorism Condition – the same outcome was caused by a conventional terror
attack; (3) Non-Lethal Cyber Terrorism Condition – a cyber terror attack by an as-yet-unidentified
perpetrator targeted a railway network, leading to the theft of tens of millions of dollars from
passengers’ credit cards and (4) Non-Lethal Conventional Terrorism Condition – the same non-
fatal outcome was perpetrated using conventional terror means. A fifth control condition did not
utilize any news stories or refer to the train system in any way. The experiment therefore manip-
ulates forms of terror attacks on two axes: the type of attack (cyber vs. conventional) and the con-
sequences of the attack (lethal vs. financial). (See Table 1 for an overview of the conditions, and
Appendix B for complete scripts and screenshots). The hyper-realistic video news story was iden-
tical in each country, adapted only to refer to local cities and railway companies, and with the
relevant introductory special alert animation and logo of the broadcaster. Every other element
remained identical – including the news presenter.

The news clips purported to broadcast on local news stations in the three countries – NBC
News in the United States, Sky News in the United Kingdom and Channel 2 in Israel. These out-
lets were selected due to their standing as nationally syndicated news outlets, with among the
highest and most bipartisan levels of public trust. (Although it may be more accurate to describe
them as possessing the least lousy levels of public trust). NBC News, for example, is one of only
three nationally broadcast television news sources that is trusted by more than 30 per cent of both
Republicans and Democrats (Pew Research Center 2020). Sky News, likewise, is ranked as one of
the three most trusted UK news brands (Nielsen, Schulz and Fletcher 2020). Unlike the BBC, for
example, which has significant variance in trust levels according to political identity, Sky News
possesses highly consistent perceptions along the full ideological spectrum (Nielsen, Schulz
and Fletcher 2020). In Israel, a smaller media market, there is less scholarship on public trust
in the various media outlets. Yet Channel 2, before it was split into competing broadcasters,
was the largest and most authoritative news source with an audience share of above 20 per
cent – double the next highest national news network (Dorot 2020).

While acknowledging the thriving literature on partisanship in the ascription of trustworthi-
ness in media outlets, we note that this methodology abides by the highest levels of ecological
validity in that the public is exposed to terror attacks via news reports that are not devoid of pre-
conceived notions of credibility. We contend with this challenge by controlling for relevant vari-
ables that influence trust (political identity, age, etc.) and work to minimize these effects by
abiding by the principle of specificity in producing the news reports, a feature that is associated
with accuracy and eliciting high levels of concern in cyber terrorism reporting (Jarvis, Macdonald
and Whiting 2017). We are further comforted by prior empirical research emphasizing the fact
that professionalism and expertise in the production of television news segments is a more sig-
nificant factor in imputing credibility and emotional resonance than the broadcaster label
(Tewksbury, Jensen and Coe 2011). The script was translated and back translated to ensure cross-
language consistency.

After viewing the video treatment, respondents completed a detailed questionnaire exploring
their emotional state, political attitudes and demographic information. The dependent variable of
interest in this study was support for retaliation policies, which was measured using an adapted
six-item summative index from Graves, Acquisti and Anderson (2014). Respondents were asked
to indicate their support for various military and diplomatic responses to attacks on the soil of
their respective countries. Retaliatory options included cyber and conventional military attacks
on military and civilian targets, economic sanctions and diplomatic maneuvers. (For example,
‘To what extent do you support missile strikes against military targets of the attacker? To what
extent do you support freezing the attackers’ bank accounts and imposing economic sanctions?)
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Table 1. Description of treatment conditions

Treatment
condition

Method of
attack Consequences of attack Screenshot from breaking news report

Lethal cyber
terrorism

Cyber attack The attack caused a train
to derail causing the
deaths of 7 passengers
and causing injuries to
an additional 10
passengers

Non-lethal
cyber terrorism

Cyber attack The attack targeted
railway headquarters
leading to the theft of
tens of millions of
dollars from
passengers’ credit
cards.

Lethal
conventional
terrorism

Conventional
attack

The attack caused a train
to derail causing the
deaths of 7 passengers
and causing injuries to
an additional 10
passengers

Non-lethal
conventional
terrorism

Conventional
attack

The attack targeted
railway headquarters
leading to the theft of
tens of millions of
dollars from
passengers’ credit
cards.

Control N/A Did not view any video Did not view any video

Note: screenshots are taken from the UK news reports.
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All questions were rated on a scale of 1 (not at all) to 6 (absolutely), and post-hoc analyses
showed the scale to be highly reliable (Cronbach’s α = 0.80).

Anger, the hypothesized mediating variable, was measured with the shortened version of the
commonly used STAXI measure (State-Trait Anger Expression Inventory, Spielberger 1988),
comprised of four items that assess the intensity of anger at a particular moment in time.
Respondents rated items on a scale of 1–6 (1 = not at all; 6 = absolutely). The inventory is scored
as the total mean of all items, with higher scores reflecting higher levels of anger (Cronbach’s α =
0.96).

Anxiety was measured using the short-form Spielberger state-anxiety inventory-6 (Marteau
and Bekker 1992; Spielberger 1970). This commonly used six-item index measures both state
(extrinsic) and trait (intrinsic) anxiety. Respondents were asked to rate on a scale of 1–6 (1 =
not at all; 6 = absolutely) the extent to which their feelings ‘at the moment’ corresponded to dif-
ferent items. Half of the items represented negative feelings and emotions (for example, ‘I feel
upset’, ‘I feel worried) and the other half represented positive feelings and emotions (for example,
‘I feel relaxed’, ‘I feel content) (Cronbach’s α = 0.88).

In accordance with standard methodological practices, and to avoid the pitfalls of confound
and unseen interaction effects, the dependent variable measures were placed in the survey imme-
diately after respondents were exposed to the experimental treatment. Other covariates collected
included age, gender, level of education, political self-identification, family income, average daily
Internet usage, computer literacy and usage of public transportation. All demographic covariates
were collected at the end of the survey.

Participants and Countries

The questionnaires were distributed simultaneously in the three countries from 14–17 October
2018. The survey was distributed using three Internet survey platforms – Amazon Turk,
Prolific and Midgam – in the US, UK and Israel, respectively. (See Appendix C for a discussion
of the advantages and shortcomings of the selected survey panels). At the outset of the surveys,
respondents were told that they were to view an authentic video news story and answer several
questions. In line with restraints imposed by the Institutional Review Board (IRB), respondents
diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms or having experienced trauma during
the preceding two years were excluded from participating in the survey. An attention check
was conducted following the video manipulation, leading to the exclusion of sixteen respondents
(0.8 per cent of the total). During the debriefing, we communicated to the respondents that the
videos were scripted and did not reflect real-world events.

The study participants represented a cross-section of the general adult population in each
country: US (N = 607, mean age = 37 years, SD = 10.31), UK (N = 597, mean age = 37 years,
SD = 11.93) and Israel (N = 644, mean age = 39, SD = 13.16). The distribution of the political
orientation of the sample in Israel skewed more right wing than in the US and UK, and the
UK sample had a higher portion of female respondents than the US and Israel. Appendix D pre-
sents the detailed statistics of the sample and balance checks across the conditions.

We chose to focus on the United States, United Kingdom and Israel since they share several
features in common. First, each of these countries is among the short list of states that have been
exposed to publicly reported cyber attacks on critical infrastructure. Secondly, all three are ranked
within the same decile in terms of the social and economic impact of terrorism as measured by
the Global Terrorism Index. Thirdly, each of the countries has high levels of Internet penetration
and publicly renowned levels of cybersecurity preparedness to deal with cyber attacks on critical
infrastructure. While the quality of past terrorism exposure is likely to be different (Israel is
exposed to more persistent and repeated terror attacks, while the US and UK have experienced
fewer but larger attacks), all three register high levels of perceived threat from terrorism. The
full comparative data appear in Table 2. The selection of these countries additionally reflects a
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reality in which the countries currently most susceptible to cyber terror attacks are the United
States, Europe and the West more broadly (Macdonald, Jarvis and Lavis 2019). This
Western-centric emphasis is explained by the disproportionately heavy reliance on digital systems
that accompanies economic development, as well as the natural tendency to use terrorist tactics in
asymmetric conflicts against more conventionally powerful states (Macdonald, Jarvis and Lavis
2019). We note, however, that new research has revealed that cyber terror attacks are increasingly
targeting developing countries in the Middle East, Africa and South America as the threshold for
obtaining destructive cyber tools becomes gradually lower (Lee et al. forthcoming).

Main Results

A preliminary step of our analysis strategy was to verify the emotional effects of exposure to the
various terror conditions. This approach allows us to test the efficacy of the experimental manipu-
lation by confirming differential responses among the different conditions. We tested this by run-
ning two one-way analyses of variances tests with the type of terror attack as the independent
variable and anxiety and anger as the respective dependent variables. The results (see
Figure 1) reveal clear differences among the conditions for both anxiety (F(4, 1,827) = 48.459,
p < 0.000) and anger (F(4, 1,827) = 37.113, p < 0.000). Post-hoc analysis using the Tukey HST
statistic revealed that for both anxiety and anger, each of the four terrorism exposure conditions
reported statistically significantly higher levels of anxiety and anger than the control condition at
the 0.000 significance level for each data point. This result held for the combined sample (n =
1,832) and each individual country sample.

The next step of our analysis strategy was to explore any variance in the political effects of
exposure to the distinctive terror conditions, using support for retaliatory strikes against the per-
petrator of a terror attack as the dependent variable. As described above, this variable was mea-
sured using multi-item summative scales with high internal validity. After conducting an
exploratory factor analysis, we removed two items from the six-point retaliation measure,
which distinguished between military strikes and diplomatic retaliatory responses. The final
scale comprises four items asking about cyber strikes or missile strikes against military or civilian
targets. Table 3 summarizes the mean scores for each of the variables of interest, showing how
each country responded to the various terror conditions to which they were exposed.

To test how exposure to terror affects support for retaliatory strikes, we ran a series of ordinary
least squares (OLS) regression analyses (see Table 4). The four models show the collective and
country-level effects of each experimental terror condition compared to the lethal conventional
terrorism group, which acts as the reference condition. We used this subset as the reference con-
dition since lethal conventional terrorism is the classic and emblematic form of terrorism against
which we are comparing the new form of cyber terrorism in all of its guises. Since this form of

Table 2. Comparative analyses of factors relevant to cyber terrorism exposure in the United States, United Kingdom and
Israel

United States United Kingdom Israel

Global Terrorism Index Ranking (impact of terrorism on
country) a

Ranked 32 of 130
countries

Ranked 35 of 130
countries

Ranked 36 of 130
countries

Ranking of cyber security preparedness to deal with
cyber attacks on critical infrastructure b

1 (highest) out of 195
countries

5 out of 195
countries

6 out of 195
countries

Percentage of population fearing that a major terror
event will take place c

51% 65% 70%

Reported instances of cyber attacks on critical
infrastructure d

14 2 1

Sources: a: Institute for Economics and Peace 2017; b: Shafqat and Masood 2016; c: Bulman 2018; Israel Democracy Institute 2016; d:
Critifence 2018.
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terrorism elicited the highest levels of demand for retaliation, we can easily observe the extent to
which the other types of terrorism lowered the demand for retaliatory strikes. The cyber non-fatal
terror condition exhibits the strongest effect, with the lowest support for retaliation (approxi-
mately 0.4 scale points lower than the control group; p = 0.000). This effect suggests that cyber
attacks may require a physically destructive element to trigger emotional responses akin to
other terror responses. The effects hold while controlling for basic demographic variables and
other related variables such as previous exposure to terror incidents and regular use of public
transportation. Two covariates had a particularly strong effect on retaliatory preferences. First,
as would be expected, political orientation is a key predictor of support for retaliation. A one-
point increase on a 1 (left wing) to 7 (right wing) scale of political attitudes increased respon-
dents’ support for retaliation by 0.2–0.3 points. This effect is significant at the 0.000 level

Table 3. Means for participants on political and emotional measures

Country Treatment condition N
Support for

retaliatory strikes
Level of
anxiety

Level of
anger

United States Cyber terror – Fatal 118 3.24 3.43 2.71
Cyber terror – Non-fatal 119 2.95 2.98 1.90
Conventional terror – Fatal 119 3.21 3.55 2.68
Conventional terror – Non fatal 116 3.07 3.10 2.30
Control 125 3.45 2.21 1.54

United Kingdom Cyber terror – Fatal 120 2.55 3.31 2.04
Cyber terror – Non-fatal 119 2.40 2.90 1.68
Conventional terror – Fatal 118 2.80 3.44 2.32
Conventional terror – Non fatal 120 2.53 3.22 2.09
Control 120 2.61 2.39 1.23

Israel Cyber terror – Fatal 125 3.98 3.14 1.93
Cyber terror – Non-fatal 130 3.64 2.99 1.88
Conventional terror – Fatal 122 4.23 3.22 2.16
Conventional terror – Non-fatal 123 4.07 2.79 1.86
Control 138 4.23 2.45 1.32

Combined countries Cyber terror – Fatal 363 3.26 3.29 2.21
Cyber terror – Non-fatal 368 3.02 2.96 1.82
Conventional terror – fatal 359 3.42 3.40 2.38
Conventional terror – Non-fatal 359 3.23 3.11 2.17
Control 383 3.33 2.35 1.36

Note: all measures are scored from 1 (lowest) to 6 (highest).

Figure 1. Levels of anxiety and anger
by exposure to terror conditions
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among all countries and in the collective sample. Likewise, gender has a uniformly predictive
effect in our model: men are more likely than women to support retaliation against terror groups
in all models. Breaking down these findings by country reveals that the combined effects are dri-
ven primarily by the Israeli and United Kingdom samples; the United States shows no variance in
retaliatory preferences compared to the control group.

Two additional sets of regression analyses further substantiate the difference between the cyber
and non-cyber, and fatal and non-fatal forms of terror attacks (see Table 5). We first combined
the two cyber terror conditions into one group and the two conventional terror conditions into
another group – ignoring the fatality of the strikes and focusing purely on the form of the terror
attack. In this analysis, conventional terrorism was the reference group, against which the effects
of exposure to cyber terrorism were compared (Table 5, Model 1). In the second analysis, we
combined the two fatal terror conditions and the two non-fatal terror conditions into separate
groups – disregarding the form of the terror attack and focusing purely on its consequences.
In this analysis, fatal terrorism was the reference group, against which the effects of exposure
to non-fatal terrorism were compared (Table 5, Model 2). We then ran the same regression ana-
lyses to test the effect on retaliation preferences while controlling for the same covariates as above.
These analyses reveal a number of interesting findings. First, when focusing only on the type of
terror attack, respondents exposed to cyber attacks were significantly less likely to demand retali-
ation than those exposed to conventional attacks. Secondly, concentrating only on the conse-
quences of terror attacks yielded an equally strong effect: non-fatal attacks were considerably
less likely than fatal attacks to evoke strong demands for retaliation. This supports Hypothesis
2, that the fatality of a terror attack will be a significant predictor of support for retaliatory strikes.
These findings additionally illuminate the negligible effect of non-fatal cyber terrorism depicted
in Table 4; this form of terrorism appears to suffer from two deficits, lacking both conventional
form as well as lethal outcome.

Table 4. OLS regression models of support for retaliation policies – individual terror conditions

1 2 3 4
Three

countries US U.K. Israel

Cyber terror (Fatal) condition – Dummy variable −0.153
[0.079]

0.045
[0.773]

−0.281
[0.054]

−0.278
[0.059]

Cyber terror (Non-Fatal) condition – Dummy variable −0.393***
[0.000]

−0.179
[0.249]

−0.355*
[0.016]

−0.626***
[0.000]

Conventional terror (Non-Fatal) condition – Dummy variable −0.172*
[0.048]

−0.077
[0.622]

−0.235
[0.107]

−0.209
[0.159]

Control condition – Dummy variable 0.031
[0.713]

0.264
[0.086]

−0.157
[0.279]

−0.001
[0.995]

Political orientation (1 = very left wing, 7 = very right wing) 0.245***
[0.000]

0.218***
[0.000]

0.211***
[0.000]

0.294***
[0.000]

Age 0.000
[0.618]

−0.004
[0.429]

−0.005
[0.205]

0.000
[0.578]

Gender (0 = male; 1 = female) −0.384***
[0.000]

−0.246*
[0.016]

−0.517***
[0.000]

−0.365***
[0.000]

Previous exposure to terror attacks (0 = no exposure, 1 = exposure) 0.096
[0.081]

−0.020
[0.840]

0.044
[0.635]

0.244**
[0.008]

Regular user of public transportation (0 = no or low use, 1 = regular
use)

0.198***
[0.001]

0.612***
[0.000]

−0.037
[0.719]

0.069
[0.474]

Parental status (0 = no children, 1 = children) 0.294***
[0.000]

0.384***
[0.000]

0.197
[0.062]

0.131
[0.193]

Country dummies Yes No No No
Observations 1,832 597 598 638
R-Squared 0.309 0.215 0.134 0.166
Adjusted R-Squared 0.304 0.201 0.119 0.153

Note: regression coefficients with p-values in brackets. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.
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We note an unanticipated finding – that the control (reference) group exhibited an equally
high level of support for retaliation as the conventional terrorism and fatal terrorism conditions.
This is explained by the fact that control group respondents, who did not view any video, were
asked to indicate their support for military strikes in response to an unviewed attack – a fact that
evoked the worst possible scenario (that is, a high casualty terror attack). We ran a post-hoc
experiment to test this theory with a new dataset (n = 737 respondents among all three countries)
and found that respondents in the control group did indeed envision a high-casualty terror
incident – akin to the conventional fatal terror group. The full analysis of this post-hoc evidence
appears in Appendix E.

Anger Mechanism Estimation

We hypothesized that increased levels of anger would mediate and explain a substantial portion
of the relationship between exposure to cyber and conventional terrorism with retaliation prefer-
ences. This is based on the theory that the dominant response of civilian populations to terror
threats is anger and a desire for vengeance (Fisk, Merolla and Ramos 2019; Wayne 2019). This
anger-driven mechanism can be reflected in a basic mediation model explaining attitudes towards
retaliatory strikes following terror attacks. In this case, T reflects exposure to a terror attack, Y is
the level of support for retaliatory strikes and M is the anger caused by exposure to the terror
attack – the mediator variable. We expect that it is not the mere fact of exposure that causes a
demand for retaliation, but rather that exposure leads to anger, which in turn makes respondents
more likely to support retaliatory strikes.

To estimate this mediation effect, we employ the accepted technique developed by Imai et al.
(2011). This technique requires that we estimate two equations and then perform a bootstrap
simulation.

Mi = a1 + l1Ti + xb+ ei (1)

Yi = a2 + l2Ti + gMi + xb+ ei (2)

Each equation runs a least-squares regression, appearing in Table 6. The dependent variable in
Equation 1 (M) is anger, while for Equation 2, the dependent variable (Y) is the support for retali-
atory strikes variable. The right-hand sides of the equations contain the exposure to terrorism
variable (T ) plus a vector of control variables (x) that were collected before the treatment was
administered. Equation 2 also includes the mediating anger variable. Having calculated the

Table 5. OLS regression models of support for retaliation policies – grouped terror conditions

1 2
Predictor variables ↓ Reference condition → Conventional (Kinetic) Terrorism Fatal Terrorism

Cyber terror conditions – Dummy variable −0.187**
[0.002]

–

Control condition – Dummy variable 0.118
[0.111]

0.108
[0.143]

Non-fatal terror conditions – Dummy variable – −0.208***
[0.001]

Demographic variables as appearing in Table 3 Yes Yes
Country Dummies Yes Yes
Observations 1,832 1,832
R-Squared 0.304 0.305
Adjusted R-Squared 0.300 0.301

Note: regression coefficients with p-values in brackets. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.
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coefficients and standard errors from these two equations, the Imai procedure then computes the
average causal mediation effect (ACME), which is the estimate of the effect that the exposure to
terror treatment (T ) exerted on support for retaliation (Y ) through the mediator variable (M ).
Due to the weakness of this procedure in integrating multicategorical independent variables,
we convert the exposure to terror variable into a binary paradigm and run the analysis twice.
The first analysis equates exposure to cyber terrorism as 1 and the control group as 0. The second
analysis equates exposure to conventional terrorism as 1 and the control group as 0. Appendix F
contains further information on meeting the sequential ignorability assumption required to
effectively estimate the true mediation effect.

Table 6 reports the findings of the two mediation analyses on the experimental data, with the
main parameters of interest shaded in grey. Each of the different stipulations required to prove a
mediation effect is present. First, both treatment effects (exposure to cyber or conventional terror)
have a positive effect on the anger variable, as captured by the shaded coefficients in Columns 1.1
and 2.1. The second condition is that the anger mediator exerts an effect on the dependent variable,
a fact that is shown in the shaded coefficients in Columns 1.2 and 2.2. In both cases, the anger vari-
able is a strong predictor of support for retaliatory strikes. The final and most important condition
is that the ACME is nonzero. The shaded figure at the bottom of the table indicates that the causal
mediation effect is 0.100 (p = 0.000) and 0.109 (p = 0.000), respectively. Contrasting these figures to
the total effects illustrates that a substantial portion of the increased support for retaliatory strikes
following cyber and conventional terror strikes is due to the anger evoked by the strike.

While the findings seem to be consistent with our theoretical expectations, the fickleness of
mediation analyses requires us to thoroughly examine their robustness. We do so by running

Table 6. Mediation regression analyses

Independent binary T variable:

1. Exposure to cyber terrorism
vs. Control group

2. Exposure to conventional
terrorism vs. Control group

Equation (1)
(Mi)
1.1

Equation (2)
(Yi)
1.2

Equation (1)
(Mi)
2.1

Equation (2)
(Yi)
2.2

Anger 0.153 ***
(0.030)

0.120 ***
(0.028)

Exposure to type of terror attack (T Variable) 0.658 ***
(0.073)

−0.410 ***
(0.076)

0.910 ***
(0.078)

−0.225 **
(0.078)

Country = United States (dummy variable) 0.441 ***
(0.087)

−0.696 ***
(0.089)

0.610 ***
(0.094)

−0.804 ***
(0.090)

Country = United Kingdom (dummy variable) 0.093
(0.090)

−1.107 ***
(0.091)

0.249 **
(0.097)

−1.176 ***
(0.091)

Political Orientation 0.111 ***
(0.023)

0.218 ***
(0.023)

0.139 ***
(0.025)

0.255 ***
(0.024)

Age 0.000
(0.000)

0.000
(0.000)

0.000
(0.000)

0.000
(0.000)

Gender −0.043
(0.070)

−0.255 ***
(0.070)

0.091
(0.076)

−0.431 ***
(0.072)

Constant 1.268 ***
(0.394)

3.467 ***
(0.399)

0.993 *
(0.480)

3.460 ***
(0.452)

ACME
(95% confidence interval)

0.100 ***
[0.052, 0.15]

0.109 ***
[0.056, 0.17]

Direct Effect
(95% confidence interval)

−0.410 ***
[−0.558, −0.26]

−0.225 ***
[−0.382, −0.08]

Total Effect
(95% confidence interval)

-0.309 **
[−0.455, −0.16]

−0.115
[−0.258, 0.02]

N 1,114 1,101

Notes: entries in rows with variable name labels are least-squares regression coefficients with standard errors in parentheses. Shaded cells
reflect the main parameters of interest that must be significant to substantiate a mediation finding (a path, b path, and average causal
mediation effect). ∗ = p < 0.05, ∗∗ = p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ = p < 0.001. All statistical significance tests are two-tailed.
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two robustness checks. First, we tested the fit of the model by replacing the mediating variable
with other prospective intervening variables. Alternative causal mechanisms that could theoret-
ically mediate the relationship between exposure to terrorism and support for retaliation include
anxiety and perceived threat. We do not hypothesize that either of these variables will intervene
since most recent research suggests that anger is the dominant response of civilian populations to
terror threats (Wayne 2019), and that the low-information features of cyber attacks are likely to
mitigate the influence of perceived threat as a mediator (Egloff 2020). Still, mediation analyses
replacing anger with anxiety, and replacing anxiety with threat perception, confirm that our
model is robust to related variables (see Appendix F for full analyses).1 Secondly, we run a sen-
sitivity analysis to assess whether our mediation is susceptible to a violation of the sequential
ignorability principle – that is, whether our mediation results are robust against potentially con-
founding pre-treatment covariates. The results of this sensitivity analysis (see Appendix F) con-
firm that the positive ACME findings would require an implausibly large omitted variable to
disqualify the positive findings.

Discussion
Terrorism has many faces – the latest of which is digital. In this article we demonstrate how even
a digital form of terrorism – cyber terrorism – can have a considerable impact on public support
for retaliatory policies. Empirical research on the effects of cyber terrorism is still in its infancy,
and the field is characterized by the absence of systematic, methodologically sound data collection
and analysis (Dunn Cavelty 2018). This study employed methodologically rigorous analyses of
how civilians experience cyber terrorism, and how this influences their policy preferences pertain-
ing to retaliation. Several key findings emerge from these analyses that have practical implications
for governments’ foreign and cyber policies.

First, civilians respond politically to cyber terrorism in the same way as conventional kinetic
terrorism, but only when a cyber terror attack results in fatal consequences. The fatal/non-fatal
distinction appears to be the threshold for the onset of strong political effects. This accords
with research by Kreps and Das (2017), who identified that the lethality of cyber attacks is a
key factor in explaining support for military airstrikes. One way to explain the weak support
for retaliation following non-fatal cyber terror attacks is that they may be more associated with
cyber crime. According to this rationale, the absence of fatal consequences and the lack of any
immediately identifiable perpetrators cloud the scope and intent of the attack, which is an
important indicator in the public’s ascription of terrorism (Huff and Kertzer 2018). The need
for death and destruction in ascribing a terrorist label to cyber attacks may pose challenges for
governments, since there will be diminished public support for activating the full scope of
anti-terror tools in response to non-fatal cyber attacks that otherwise meet every definition of
terrorism. For example, non-fatal cyber terror attacks that target critical infrastructure – such
as electricity stations or financial networks – can cause highly damaging consequences, yet
would not be sufficient to arouse public demands for retaliatory strikes in the same way that a
conventional attack would.

Secondly, cyber and conventional terror attacks operate through a similar psychological mech-
anism, with anger as an intervening variable. We tested a series of possible intervening variables
with similar affect, and found that only anger succeeded in explaining the pathway by which
exposure to terrorism influenced support for retaliatory policies. This pathway held for both con-
ventional and cyber terrorism. The data support this finding through a robustly tested mediation
mechanism, and the fact that the 95 per cent confidence intervals of the ACME overlap for both

1We measured threat perception using a three-item scale that looks at the realistic and symbolic aspects of perceived threat.
Each participant was asked whether and to what extent (1 = not at all; 6 = absolutely) a terror attack threatened their and their
family’s economic situation, personal safety and values. Internal reliability was high.
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the cyber and conventional models (0.052, 0.15 / 0.056, 0.17) indicates that the strength and dir-
ection of the model is essentially identical. We acknowledge that even as this resolves some ques-
tions, it raises others. Most striking of these is the question of where feelings of anger are directed
in instances of cyber terrorism where attribution is uncertain. We propose that the vicarious ret-
ribution theory offers an astute solution to this dilemma by drawing on social psychological the-
ories to explain how exposure to violence, even where the identity of an attacker is unknown, can
still trigger a punitive mindset and a heightened drive for vengeance against ostensibly related
targets (Liberman and Skitka 2017; Liberman and Skitka 2019; Washburn and Skitka 2015).
While some empirical research has begun to examine how political preferences form when the
perpetrator of cyber attacks is unknown (Jardine and Porter 2020), we encourage additional
research to focus on this topic.

This study instructs governments interested in pursuing retaliatory strikes following cyber ter-
ror attacks to rouse and emphasize public anger. Likewise, governments looking to exercise
restraint should attempt to minimize the flame of anger, and instead engage with the public’s
fear and anxiety. While governments cannot dictate complex societal emotions, especially in
the aftermath of crises events, research has indicated that public addresses by leaders can have
a significant effect on public anger (Yoo and Jin 2017). From a comparative foreign policy per-
spective, the question of inflaming and diminishing anger raises interesting questions about
cross-cultural emotional dispositions. Does the renowned stoicism of the British public give
the government more flexibility in setting foreign policy in the aftermath of attacks compared
to the perceived emotional volatility of Israelis and Americans (Meyer 2014), whose heightened
anger may encourage retaliation? Research in the aftermath of the 7/7 attack in London identified
a strategic invocation of British stoicism as a way of minimizing the emotionally laden response to
the attacks in a way that offered the government maximum flexibility (Bean, Keränen and Durfy
2011).

A third and unexpected revelation in the data is the country-specific effects. The observed
effect of exposure to cyber terrorism on political attitudes was primarily driven by Israeli and
UK respondents; American respondents displayed only minor variation in retaliatory attitudes.
We selected countries with equivalent levels of susceptibility to cyber terror attacks, similar levels
of cyber security preparedness, and comparable levels of civilian fears of terrorism, but some
country-level variables appear to contribute to differential responses in the countries. One pos-
sible explanation for this phenomenon, which is beyond the scope of this article, is that Israeli
respondents may have more readily available potential perpetrators at the forefront of their
minds due to the ongoing conflicts being waged, and so are able to better imagine how (and
against whom) retaliation could take place. Another possible explanation is the national appetite
for war and the use of force, which is shaped by core national beliefs about revenge, and which
varies across countries (Stein 2015). In Stein’s study, which did not include Israel, the percentage
of UK respondents endorsing revenge was substantially lower than in the United States, which is
in line with our findings. We encourage future research to probe country-level variables that
influence these cyber terrorism models.

We offer two small case studies that illustrate the applicability of this study. In 2020, Israeli
authorities announced that they had successfully repelled a sophisticated cyber attack that sought
to surreptitiously add chlorine to the country’s water supply. The authorities succeeded in resist-
ing the cyber terror attack, purportedly launched by Iranian-connected attackers, and no casual-
ties were recorded (Heller 2020). A few years earlier, the United States Department of Homeland
Security reported that Russian cyber operatives had successfully infiltrated the control rooms of
power plants across the United States – an attack that could have led to significant first- and
second-order casualties (Sanger 2018). In both these cases, the governments sufficed with
token, or at least, public muted military responses – a far cry from what would surely have
been demanded had Russian or Iranian operatives been caught physically entering the critical
infrastructure sites. These cases – though far from providing conclusive evidence – offer
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anecdotal support for our theory that only lethal or destructive cyber terror attacks will give rise
to strong public demands for retaliation; conventional terrorism does not have such a conditional
threshold.

Myriam Dunn Cavelty’s (2007) decade-old statement about the scarcity of verified instances of
cyber terror attacks causing fatal consequences is still apt. Yet we anticipate that it is but a matter
of time until a paradigmatic case is publicly acknowledged. When this occurs, we will need to
understand how exposure to cyber terrorism influences political preferences. This study affirms
that cyber terrorism can indeed trigger strong public support for retaliatory military action –
but only when it causes fatalities. This is a significant finding since it confirms for the first
time that the new phenomenon of cyber terrorism can strongly influence support for policy posi-
tions. More so, it reveals that exposure to cyber terrorism causes different responses to conven-
tional terrorism, validating the need for new or adapted political models for digital forms of
terrorism. We also confirm that anger is the key underlying variable bridging the relationship
between cyber terrorism and preferences regarding retaliation policies. This extends to the
cyber realm the recent trend that views anger as the salient mechanism linking exposure to ter-
rorism with militant preferences.
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